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From air conditioners to MRI scanners and from bicycles
to frozen foods, modern life would be unimaginable
without the work of inventors. Unlike other resources on
inventions, Inventors and Inventions surprises readers
with its wide-ranging exploration of inventors of the past
and present, including the creators of Kevlar, Coca Cola,
eBay, and the Global Positioning System.
Text and photographs highlight the evolutionary history
of dogs, their domestication, anatomy, behavior, and
breeds. Offers guidance on dog care and training.
Commanding a cult following among horror fans, Italian
film director Dario Argento is best known for his work in
two closely related genres, the crime thriller and
supernatural horror. In his four decades of filmmaking,
Argento has displayed a commitment to innovation, from
his directorial debut with 1970's suspense thriller The
Bird with the Crystal Plumage to 2009's Giallo. His films,
like the lurid yellow-covered murder-mystery novels they
are inspired by, follow the suspense tradition of hardboiled American detective fiction while incorporating
baroque scenes of violence and excess. L. Andrew
Cooper uses controversies and theories about the films'
reflections on sadism, gender, sexuality, psychoanalysis,
aestheticism, and genre to declare the anti-rational logic
of Argento's oeuvre. Approaching the films as rhetorical
statements made through extremes of sound and vision,
Cooper places Argento in a tradition of aestheticized
horror that includes De Sade, De Quincey, Poe, and
Hitchcock. He reveals how the director's stylistic
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excesses, often condemned for glorifying misogyny and
other forms of violence, offer productive resistance to the
cinema's visual, narrative, and political norms. L. Andrew
Cooper is an assistant professor of film and digital media
at the University of Louisville and the author of Gothic
Realities: The Impact of Horror Fiction on Modern
Culture. A volume in the series Contemporary Film
Directors, edited byJames Naremore
The ideal travel companion, full of insider advice on what
to see and do, plus detailed itineraries and
comprehensive maps for exploring this captivating
country Admire the stunning frescoes of Rila Monastery,
explore eclectic architecture in historic Sofia, take in the
mountain scenery of the Iskr Gorge or visit the buzzing
resort town of Varna: everything you need to know is
clearly laid out within colour-coded chapters. Discover
the best of Bulgaria with this indispensable travel guide.
Inside DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Bulgaria: - Over 25
colour maps, plus a large-scale pull-out city map, help
you navigate with ease - Simple layout makes it easy to
find the information you need - Comprehensive tours and
itineraries of Bulgaria, designed for every interest and
budget - Illustrations and floorplans show the Rila
Monastery, Aleksandr Nevski Memorial Church,
Bachkovo Monastery and more - Colour photographs of
Bulgaria's architecture, spectacular monasteries, historic
castles, vibrant coastline, mountain ranges, traditional
folk costumes, Roman fortresses, charming villages and
more - Experience Bulgaria: learn about this country's
complex history, folk heritage, religion, rich architecture,
dramatic landscape and diverse wildlife, festivals and
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traditions, winemaking heritage, ski resorts and more Detailed chapters, with area maps, cover Sofia; Southern
Bulgaria including Bansko, Pirin National Park and
Plovdiv; Northern Bulgaria including Chiprovtsi, Pleven
and Ruse; Central Bulgaria including Veliko Trnovo and
the Valley of the Roses; and the Black Sea Coast Essential travel tips: our expert choices of where to stay,
eat, shop and sightsee, plus useful phrases, and visa
and health information DK Eyewitness Travel Guide
Bulgaria is a detailed, easy-to-use guide designed to
help you get the most from your visit to Bulgaria. DK
Eyewitness: winner of the Top Guidebook Series in the
Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards 2017. "No other guide
whets your appetite quite like this one" - The
Independent Want to explore beyond Bulgaria? Try our
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Eastern and Central
Europe. About DK Eyewitness Travel: DK's highly visual
Eyewitness guides show you what others only tell you,
with easy-to-read maps, tips, and tours to inform and
enrich your holiday. DK is the world's leading illustrated
reference publisher, producing beautifully designed
books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
Here is a spectacular and informative guide to the
peoples of a vast and mysterious continent. Superb color
photographs offer a unique "eyewitness" view of the
people, houses, tools and artifacts of African cultures
and civilizations. See the gold of King Kofi-Karikari of the
Asante, a priest''scostume made of bird''s feathers, a
traveler''s magic charm, the flywhisks and crowns of the
Obas of Nigeria and the incredible distorted masks of the
Bamileke of Cameroon. Learn how bronzes were made
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by the lost-wax process, about the journey of a slave
from Africa to North America, how elephants were
trapped by hunter-gatherers, what life in a compound is
like and how much metal would buy a wife.Discover what
ulani warriors and their horses wore into battle, how a
thatched house is built, the mysteries of the secret
societies and how gourds are carved.And much, much
more!
• Articles by William T. Sherman, James A. Garfield,
John Pope, Nelson A. Miles, Elizabeth Custer, and
others • Topics include army life on the frontier, Indian
scouts, women's experiences, and commanders and
their campaigns This is the final installment of a series
that seeks to tell the saga of the military struggle for the
American West, using the words of the soldiers,
noncombatants, and Native Americans who shaped it.
To paint as broad and colorful a picture as possible,
riveting firsthand materials have been carefully selected
from contemporaneous newspapers, magazines, and
unpublished manuscripts. A fitting conclusion to the
series, this volume offers a more general perspective on
the frontier army and its relationship with the Native
American residents of the West.

First published in the UK by Dorling Kindersley
(1993), this children's activity book contains over 60
self-adhesive stickers depicting early costumes and
clothing from the period 1500-1800, the 19th and
20th centuries. Space to affix stickers is
accompanied by a description of the costume or
article.
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"In Eye Witness, Sam Smiles examines the role of
graphic arts in recording information about aspects
of the social or material world. He discusses the
claims of some artists and publishers of this period
that their images offered a form of knowledge equal,
or even superior to, written descriptions. A variety of
projects are considered, ranging from medical and
antiquarian texts, to costume studies and
investigations of contemporary labour. Individual
books are discussed in the light of the publisher's
declared intentions and the contemporary critical
reception. Sam Smiles also investigates the
distinctions drawn between illustration and other
forms of artistic production, with special
consideration given to the work of J. M. W.
Turner."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
Ottoman Dress and Design in the West is a richly
illustrated exploration of the relationship between
West and Near East through the visual culture of
dress. Charlotte Jirousek examines the history of
dress and fashion in the broader context of western
relationships with the Mediterranean world from the
dawn of Islam through the end of the twentieth
century. The significance of dress is made apparent
by the author's careful attention to its political,
economic, and cultural context. The reader comes to
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understand that dress reflects not simply the self and
one's relation to community but also that
community's relation to a wider world through trade,
colonization, religion, and technology. The chapters
provide broad historical background on Ottoman
influence and European exoticization of that
influence, while the captions and illustrations provide
detailed studies of illuminations, paintings, and
sculptures to show how these influences were
absorbed into everyday living. Through the medium
of dress, Jirousek details a continually shifting
Ottoman frontier that is closely tied to European and
American history. In doing so, she explores and
celebrates an essential source of influence that for
too long has been relegated to the periphery.
The natural forces that shape our planet, from plate
tectonics to volcanoes, are examined through textual
explanations and 3-D models.
This academic text features articles regarding
paranormal, extraordinary, or fringe-science claims.
It logically examines the claims of astrology; psychic
ability; alternative medicine and health claims; afterdeath communication; cryptozoology; and faith
healing, all from a skeptical perspective. Paranormal
Claims is a compilation of some of the most eyeopening articles about pseudoscience and
extraordinary claims that often reveal logical,
scientific explanations, or an outright scam. These
articles, steeped in skepticism, teach critical thinking
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when approaching courses in psychology, sociology,
philosophy, education, or science.
"This book argues that the four Gospels are closely based on
the eyewitness testimony of those who personally knew
Jesus. Noted New Testament scholar Richard Bauckham
challenges the prevailing assumption that the accounts of
Jesus circulated as "anonymous community traditions,"
asserting instead that they were transmitted in the names of
the original eyewitnesses."--Jacket.
This magnificent new biography of the extraordinary
impresario of the arts and creator of the Ballets Russes 100
years ago draws on important new research, notably from
Russia. 'Scheijen masterfully recounts the phenomenal way
in which Diaghilev contrived, under virtually impossible
circumstances, to nurture a sequence of works ... he triumphs
in making clear the degree to which, despite the
cosmopolitanism of so much of the work, Russia was at the
core of Diaghilev' Simon Callow, Guardian 'It's a fabulous,
complicated, very sexy story and Sjeng Scheijen takes us
through it with a steadying calm that fudges none of the
outrage on or off stage' Duncan Fallowell, Daily Express
'Magnificent ... filled with extraordinary glamour' Rupert
Christiansen, Daily Mail
Explores the ways in which people have tried to conquer
Mount Everest using various survival and climbing
techniques, and describes the mountain environment, its
wildlife, and the emergence of mountain civilizations.
Here is an up close and detailed new guide to the mysterious
world of witches and wizards who they are and what they do.
Stunning full-color photographs of magical tools, costumes,
and magic-makers in action provide an unparalleled look into
the rich legacy of complex practices that have existedin the
world, and which, in some regions, are still very much alive
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today. Seea catalog of magical amulets and talismans, magic
dolls from different cultures, and tools for divining and
predicting the future. Learn some simple spells, how magic
was practiced in ancient civilizations, and what cruel methods
were used to punish witches in medieval times. Discover
witches and wizards in mythology and the movies, magicmakers from other cultures around the world, the "craft"of
present-day witches, and much, much more. Discover the
world of magic andthe history, mysteries, and beliefs of magicmakers around the world
Henry H. Mitchell’s great contribution to the study of
preaching has been his insistence that the homiletical
practices of the Black church are gifts to the whole church.
Nowhere has he made this point more forcefully than in
Celebration and Experience in Preaching. In this classic text
he advocates a way of preaching that genuinely engages all
aspects of the congregation’s attention, especially the ability
to both understand and to feel the sermon’s message. In this
revised edition Mitchell builds on this groundbreaking work by
examining in greater depth the multiple ways in which we
experience the preached word, by defining the different kinds
of claim on the behavior of the hearer that biblical texts
express, and by exploring various genres of sermon to
discover the concrete manifestations of celebration and
experience.
From flamboyant flamenco to the ballet, Swan Lake, discover
the different aspects of dance including costume, make-up,
storytelling and musical accompaniment. In-depth facts and
stunning photographs make this a perfect resource for
projects, reference and discovery.
An up-close look at World War I examines life in the trenches
and the devastation of Europe by the Great War.
Photographs and text explore such inventions as the wheel,
gears, levers, clocks, telephones, and rocket engines.
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Learn all about Islam, the world's fastest growing religion.
From Ramadan and the Qur'an, to the traditional dress,
feasts, and rich design - all this and more are explained in this
unique guide. Filled with colourful photographs and vibrant
history, delve into Islam's culture and communities, and find
out the answers to questions such as why Muslims fast, what
are the five pillars of Islam, and what happens during the
pilgrimage to Mecca? Stunning photography brings the
culture alive on the page, while ancient objects, such as
inscribed coins and scientific instruments, illustrate the rich
history of this influential world religion. Learn how Islam
spread across many continents, from Spain to China, and find
out about the annual festivals in the Muslim calendar.
Understand the layout of a mosque, and Islam's role in
scholarly learning, from astronomy to mathematics and
medicine. Learn about the first conquests and the arms and
armour of the Islamic world, including gilded battle-axes and
decorated shields, and read about Islam's important figures,
including the scholar Avicenna, the traveller Ibn Battuta, and
the military leader Saladin. DK Eyewitness Islam also
includes a poster for you to hang on your wall. All this and
more makes DK Eyewitness Islam the perfect guide to Islam
for kids, helping them to understand this important religion,
and discover its fascinating history and culture.
Examples of clothing and dress from ancient civilizations
around the world.
Offers information about America's most influential political
office and details on the men who have filled it.
Describes how crystals form in nature, how crystals are
grown artificially, and how crystals are used in industry.
Numerous color photos with text identify the various
gemstones.

Detailed descriptions of the Titanic, including its
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accommodations, and a retelling of its sinking in the
North Atlantic in April, 1912.
DK Eyewitness Books: Dance is an original and
exciting new guide to the magic and beauty of dance
around the world. Step-by-step sequences and
glorious full-color photographs offer a unique
"eyewitness" view of dance traditions including the
magical performances, stunning costumes, and
extraordinary talent of dancers. See a ballet costume
designed by Picasso, dancers who balance on stilts,
and headdresses studded with gemstones. Discover
why Javanese dancers "flow like water", the stories
of the great classical ballets, see dance crazes from
the last 100 years, and much, much more. The most
trusted nonfiction series on the market, Eyewitness
Books provide an in-depth, comprehensive look at
their subjects with a unique integration of words and
pictures.
Jack LeClere is a cop dodging bullets in what could
best be described as friendly fire. He took out the
serial killer who murdered his parents, and half of
New Rhodes paid the price. Not to mention the
rioting that gripped the city over the Julia Mae
Jefferson murder, his last big case. So in the spirit of
the aftermath, his superiors have called into question
every sliver of his conduct. Jack is wealthy; he
doesn’t need to be a detective, and the top brass
are implying that maybe if he followed procedure like
his livelihood depended on it, he wouldn’t want to be
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a cop. Leonard Beloit is a pillar of the community
and a very wealthy man also, which does him no
good when Jack gets called to the Grand Royal
Theater to find him on the floor, his chest pierced
with a gem pickaxe. Jack’s search for the person
who killed Beloit starts with the search for the person
who was Beloit. As he speaks with Beloit’s wife and
daughter and digs even further, Jack finds a lustful,
vagrant degenerate that would be unrecognizable in
the society pages. Gangs, petty crimes, and not-sopetty crimes seem to be Beloit’s off-hours pastime.
None of this would call for Beloit’s death, but Jack
will keep digging, and soon realize he is peeling into
the rot of the onion of New Rhodes high society, of
which he is a reluctant member. The deeper he gets
investigating what his peers are doing in the
shadows, the more they investigate him, asking, in
their own way, whether he’ll stop playing cop and do
something with the vast inheritance he rarely uses,
and claims to never want. Beloit’s exploits take a
very dangerous turn in the form of a conspiracy to
transport toxic chemicals through the Adirondacks; it
may be that the smoking gun is wrapped up in a
smokestack. The case to find, and hold accountable,
Beloit’s killer will pit him against not only the killer,
but a version of himself that it seems everyone
around him sees, that perhaps he can’t remain blind
to anymore.
Victor Hugo's documentary historical novel History of
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a Crime is an impassioned recording of the
December 1852 coup d' tat that brought the usurper
he called "Napol on le petit" to power, and sent Hugo
into an eighteen year exile. The work was written in
the few months following Hugo's flight, but only
published in 1877, when Hugo feared a similar
takeover by Mar chal Mac-Mahon, who had
threatened the dissolution of the republicandominated Chambre des d put s. Louis-Napoleon
Bonaparte (1808-1873) was elected President
(December 20, 1848- December 2, 1852) of the
Second Republic of France and subsequently
accepted the title of the Emperor (December 2,
1852- September 4, 1870), reigning as Napol on III.
Exuberantly written reference presents a
kaleidoscopic panorama of clothing styles worn in
period covering the last years of George III to latter
part of Victoria's reign. Charming descriptions and
illustrations of such authentic outfits as a French
court dress (1818), Garibaldi shirt (1861), and
evening dress (1865). 200 black-and-white, 27 color
illustrations.
Live models display loincloths and togas, powdered
wigs and "steeple" headdresses, buckskins and
bloomers, shoes, wedding dresses, children's
clothes, and bathing suits in this guide to clothing
throughout the ages. Full-color photos.
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